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Pazoo, Inc. Subsidiary MA and
Associates, LLC Bring in First Revenue
FLORHAM PARK, N.J., May 16, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- Pazoo, Inc. (OTC Pinks: PZOO) is
pleased to announce that its subsidiary, MA & Associates, LLC (MA), a State of Nevada
licensed marijuana testing laboratory in Las Vegas, has recorded its first transaction
resulting in billing its first revenues.  

Over the last several weeks, MA ran simulated tests to process samples in order to fine
tune all aspects of its laboratory operations including order processing and laboratory
methods so that lab and client service would be best-in-class for the entire State of
Nevada. The senior staff wanted to achieve this benchmark so that potential MA clients
would be confident and extremely satisfied with MA's laboratory and account services, as
well as the accurate and reliable test results that will follow from the state-of-the art
technology and precise methodology used.  With the achievement of the aforementioned
benchmark, MA took the next step and went from simulated sample testing to testing
samples from the licensed marketplace which has resulted in MA's first revenue.  The lab
employees are very excited to now be servicing the growing medical marijuana
marketplace in Nevada and being part of this new industry's safeguards for the medical
marijuana patients and the medical marijuana community of Nevada, in general. 

CEO of Pazoo, David Cunic, stated, "Everyone at Pazoo as well as MA is extremely
excited about the lab bringing in revenues.  This has been a long time coming, and to see
it finally become a reality is amazing.  We wanted to ensure lab operations and account
services were done the proper way before taking in revenue. With that being said, we
want to thank the shareholders, the investors, and our customers for their patience as
they were all very eager to have us open. We look forward to reconnecting with the many
operators who asked to work with us as new customers, turning our LOI's into paying
customers, and servicing the State of Nevada with our much needed testing services"

About Pazoo, Inc:

Pazoo, Inc. is a company focused on health, wellness and safety. Our focus is to provide
best-in-class laboratory testing of cannabis and cannabinoids to protect consumers from
impurities, contaminants and other irregularities. Through our wholly owned subsidiaries,
Harris Lee and MA & Associates, Pazoo provides industry leading laboratory testing of
cannabis. Pazoo is licensed to test cannabis in Nevada, with a focus on expansion into



other states. Additionally, Pazoo delivers a comprehensive array of health and wellness
information on its website http://pazoo.com, and features industry experts from both the
health and wellness arena and the pet industry. Lastly, our newly formed wholly owned
subsidiary CK Distribution LLC, provides the marketing and sales agent for the distribution
of non-controlled hemp products throughout the USA. Non-controlled hemp products are
the items utilized by the industry that support grow facilities, infusion companies and
dispensaries.

Safe Harbor Statement:

This update includes forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements
generally can be identified by phrases such as Pazoo, Inc. or its management "believes,"
"expects," "anticipates," "foresees," "forecasts," "estimates" or other words or phrases of
similar import. Similarly, statements herein that describe the Company's business
strategy, outlook, objectives, plans, intentions or goals also are forward-looking
statements. All such forward-looking statements are subject to certain risks and
uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in forward-
looking statement.

To view the original version on PR Newswire, visit:http://www.prnewswire.com/news-
releases/pazoo-inc-subsidiary-ma-and-associates-llc-bring-in-first-revenue-
300458064.html
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